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By J. R. Evangelisti

CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 152 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.0in. x 0.4in.A Christmas story! With a mastery of surprise
and the suspenseful build up, Jessicas Footprints mystifies and keeps audiences entertained with
the precise pacing and eloquent description. There is a continual pairing of pretty, delicate
aesthetics and dark visceral imagery. This novel is a true mystery for teens and adults of all ages
that touches on uplifting messages. The story starts in. . . 20, 000 BC where two children, a girl age
nine and a boy age six, stroll to the edge of a marsh. They wear tight-fitting material that shimmers
in the bright sun, and their shoes are off revealing webbed toes. The children explore the area. In
thick foliage, they hear whimpering from small, brown, wolf-like pups with stripes similar to a
zebras. The girl takes one of the pups. The loud angry cry of an animal frightens the children. They
see in the distance a full-sized wolf standing upright on its rear feet. The wolf drops on all fours and
begins chasing them. Fear registers on their faces. The howling wind drowns out their distressed
cries....
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ReviewsReviews

Extensive guide! Its such a excellent read. This can be for anyone who statte that there was not a worth looking at. I am just e ortlessly will get a
satisfaction of looking at a written publication.
-- Melvin Hettinger-- Melvin Hettinger

This book will not be e ortless to start on reading through but very exciting to learn. It is amongst the most remarkable book i have got go through. Once
you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr. Easton Collier DVM-- Dr. Easton Collier DVM
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